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Preface

In nearly a century, we have witnessed steady progress in the computational study of
scientific problems. Now many complex issues in all the technical fields are analyzed
and tackled on computers. New paradigms of global-scale computing have emerged,
such as the cloud or grid computing. Computers are faster and bigger than ever and
come with many more functionalities and applications. There has never been a
better time to study scientific problems on computers. Amongst all the computer
techniques used in scientific studies, the Monte Carlo approach appears to be most
prominent.

This book provides a concise but complete introduction to two computer
simulation methods, the diffusion quantum Monte Carlo and the path-integral
quantumMonte Carlo, primarily used in research of the many-body problem. There
is no assumption of previous experience in computer simulation of the readers but a
minimum knowledge of physics typically possessed by an upper-division student or a
beginning graduate in physics is required.

To make this book practical, two complete programs in Java, one for the
diffusion quantum Monte Carlo simulation of 4He clusters on a graphite surface
and the other for the path-integral quantum Monte Carlo simulation of cold atoms
in a potential trap, are ready to be downloaded and altered for any research project
that the reader wants. These programs will be maintained and improved over time.
There will also be additions to the existing programs and they are all accessible
through my web page: http://www.physics.unlv.edu/∼pang.

Tao Pang
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

August, 2016
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the grand challenges in physics is the many-body problem. Its solution
requires a systematic approach to strongly interacting quantum systems with
accuracy up to any desired level. Over nearly a hundred years after the discovery
of quantum principles, great progress has been made in understanding phenomena
associated with quantum particles such as structures of nuclei, atoms, molecules, and
crystals. However, our knowledge of strongly interacting quantum systems is still
quite limited, even though certain many-body phenomena, such as the conventional
superconductivity, metal–insulator transition, and fractional quantum Hall effect,
are explained well with different theoretical tools to a satisfactory level.

Understanding many-body quantum systems usually means solving the Schrödinger
equation of a system of many strongly interacting particles. However, there is no
panacea for solving such an equation. Different approximations must be made in
order to understand the roles played by the strong interactions between the particles
in different systems under various conditions. Thus numerical approaches become
prominent in this area. Two sampling schemes based on the Metropolis algorithm are
extremely noticeable, that is, the diffusion and path-integral quantum Monte Carlo
methods.

The diffusion quantum Monte Carlo method is a stochastic scheme (Anderson
2007) that can extract important information about the ground state, and sometimes
excited states, of a many-body system. The method maps the Schrödinger equation
to a diffusion equation under an imaginary-time transformation and guides the
system toward its ground state over the evolution of time. In principle, it is an exact
method for calculating the ground-state properties of many-boson systems.

The path-integral quantumMonte Carlo method (Kashiwa et al 1997) is based on
the Feynman path-integral formulation of quantum statistics of a many-body system
at finite temperature. The method decomposes the density matrix of a many-body
system into a path integral and is extremely suitable to studying the temperature-
dependent properties of many-body systems. The real-time path-integral approach
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also shows promise in studying the dynamics of many-body systems (Mühlbacher
and Rabani 2007).

In both the methods, there is a major hurdle that forbids us from applying them to
many-fermion systems to a desired accuracy because of the Fermi statistics. A
typical wavefunction or density matrix of a many-fermion system has a complex
nodal structure that prevents an easy stochastic process from driving the system to
its ground state or desired excited state. This problem, originating from the Pauli
exclusion principle of fermions, is known as the fermion-sign problem, because
crossing a node of the wavefunction or density matrix changes its sign, and thus
disallows a straightforward weight interpretation of the wavefunction or density
matrix. It has been shown that this fermion-sign problem has the NP complexity by
Troyer and Wiese (2005) and the NP problem at the moment is unsolved
mathematically.

1.1 Sampling
Before we go into the actual simulation with the Metropolis algorithm, let us first get
an idea of the concept of the Monte Carlo method of quadrature for evaluating
multi-variable integrals. Here we use a simple example of a two-variable integral to
illustrate how a basic Monte Carlo scheme works. If we want to evaluate the two-
dimensional integral

∫ ∫=S f x y x y( , )d d , (1.1)
0

1

0

1

we can simply divide the integration region of the square evenly into Mx slices along
the x direction and My slices along the y direction, and the integral can then be
approximated as

∑ ∑= +
= =

( )S
M

f x y O h
1

, ( ) (1.2)
j
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i

M

1 1

i j
2

y x

under the trapezoid rule. This sum is equivalent to sampling the integration region
from points …x y x y x y( , ), ( , ), , ( , )M M1 1 2 1 x y

with an equal weight, in this case, M1/ , at

each point. Note that =M M Mx y and h is on the order of M1/ x or M1/ y, whichever is
greater.

We can, on the other hand, selectM sets of xi and yj from a uniform random-number
generator from 0 to 1 to accomplish the same goal. If M is very large, we would expect
the selected xi and yj to be uniformly distributed in region [0, 1] with fluctuations
proportional to M1/ . Then the integral can be approximated by the average

∑≃
=

S
M

f x y
1

( , ), (1.3)
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where xi and yi areM sets of points generated uniformly on the square. Note that the
possible error in the evaluation of the integral is now given by the fluctuation of the
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distribution x y( , )i i . If we use the standard deviation of statistics to estimate the
possible error of the random sampling, we have

Δ = −( )S
M

f f( )
1

. (1.4)2 2 2

Here the average of a quantity is defined as

∑=
=

A
M

A
1

, (1.5)
i

M

1

i

with Ai being the sampled data.
Now we would like to illustrate how the scheme works in an actual numerical

example. In order to demonstrate the algorithm clearly, let us take a very simple
integrand = −f x y x y( , ) (1 )2 2 . The exact result of the integral is − =(1 1/3)/3

…0.222 for this simple example. The following program implements the basic
sampling scheme discussed above.
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We have used the uniform random-number generator in Java for convenience. The
numerical result with its estimated error from the above program is 0.2220 ± 0.0002.
More reliable results can be obtained from the average of several independent runs.
For example, with four independent runs, we have obtained an average of 0.2222
with an estimated error reduced to 0.0001.

The simple Monte Carlo quadrature used in the above program does not show
any advantage. For example, the trapezoid rule yields a higher accuracy with the
same number of points. The reason is that the error from the Monte Carlo
quadrature is

Δ ∝S
M

1
, (1.6)

1 2

whereas the trapezoid rule yields an estimated error of

Δ ∝S
M
1

, (1.7)

in two dimensions, which is much smaller for a large M. The true advantage of the
Monte Carlo method is in the evaluation of multidimensional integrals of a large
number of variables. For example, if we are interested in a many-body system, such
as the electrons in a neon atom, we have 10 particles, and the integral for the
expectation value can be as high as 30 dimensions. For a d-dimensional space, the
Monte Carlo quadrature will still yield the same error behavior, that is, proportional
to M1/ , with M being the number of points sampled. However, the corresponding
error in the trapezoid rule becomes

Δ ∝S
M

1
, (1.8)

d2

which is greater than the Monte Carlo error estimate with the same number of points
if d is greater than four. The point is that the Monte Carlo quadrature produces a
much more reasonable estimate of a d-dimensional integral when d is very large.
There are some specially designed numerical quadratures that would still work
better than the Monte Carlo quadrature when d is slightly larger than four. But for a
real many-body system, the dimensionality in an integral is N3 , where N is the
number of particles in the system. When N is on the order of 10 or larger, any other
workable quadrature would perform worse than the Monte Carlo quadrature.

1.2 Random-number generators
One important ingredient in the above sampling process is to have a high-quality
uniform random-number generator. Similar to the example discussed above, many
numerical simulations will need random-number generators of different distribu-
tions either in setting up the initial configuration or for creating new configurations
of the system. However, there is no such thing as random in a computer program. A
computer will execute the program exactly the same if the program is started the
same. A random-number generator here really means a pseudo-random-number
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generator that can generate a long sequence of numbers that can imitate a given
distribution. In this section we will discuss some basic random-number generators
used in computational physics and other computer simulations.

Uniform random-number generators

The most useful random-number generators are those with a uniform distribution in
a given region. The three most important criteria for a good uniform random-
number generator are the following (Park and Miller 1988).

First, a good generator should have a long period, which should be close to the
range of the integers adopted. For example, if 32-bit integers are used, a good
generator should have a period close to − =2 1 2 147 483 64731 . The range of the
32-bit integers is − −[ 2 , 2 1]31 31 . Note that one bit is used for the signs of the integers.

Second, a good generator should have the best randomness. There should only be
a very small correlation among all the numbers generated in sequence. If 〈 〉A
represents the statistical average of the variable A, the k-point correlation function
of the numbers generated in the sequence 〈 ⋯ 〉x x xi i ik1 2

for = …k 2, 3, 4, , should be
very small. One way to illustrate the behavior of the correlation function 〈 〉+xxi i l is to
plot xi and +xi l in an xy plane. A good random-number generator will have a very
uniform distribution of the points for any ≠l 0. A poor generator may show stripes,
lattices, or other inhomogeneous distributions.

Finally, a good generator has to be very fast. In practice, we will need a lot of
random numbers in order to have good statistical results. The speed of the generator
can become a very important factor.

The simplest uniform random-number generator is built from the so-called linear
congruent scheme. The random numbers are generated in sequence from the linear
relation

= ++x a x b c( ) mod , (1.9)i i1

where a, b, and c are magic numbers: their values determine the quality of the
generator. One common choice, = =a 7 16 8075 , b = 0, and = −c 231

=1 2 147 483 647, has been tested and found to be excellent for generating unsigned
32-bit random integers. It has the full period of −2 131 and is very fast. The
correlation function 〈 … 〉x x xi i ik1 2

is very small. In figure 1.1, we plot xi and +xi 10

(normalized by c) generated using the linear congruent method with the above
selection of the magic numbers. Note that the plot is very homogeneous and
random. There are no stripes, lattice structures, or any other visible patterns in
the plot.

Implementation of this random-number generator on a computer is not always
trivial, because of the different numerical range of the integers specified by the
computer language or hardware. For example, most 32-bit computers would have
integers in − −[ 2 , 2 1]31 31 . If a number runs out of this range by accident, the
computer will reset it to zero. If the computer could have modulated the integers by

−2 131 automatically, we would have implemented a random-number generator
with the above magic numbers a, b, and c simply by taking consecutive numbers
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from =+x x16 807i i1 with any initial choice of < < −x1 2 10
31 . The range of this

generator would be −[0, 2 1]31 . However, this automatic modulation would cause
some serious problems in other situations. For example, when a quantity is out of
range due to a bug in the program, the computer would still wrap it back without
producing any error messages. This is why, in practice, computers do not modulate
numbers automatically, so we have to devise a scheme to modulate the numbers
generated in sequence. The following method is an implementation of the uniform
random-number generator (normalized to the range of [0, 1]) discussed above.

Note that in the above code, we have used two more magic numbers q = c/a and
=r c amod . A program in Pascal similar to the above method is given by Park and

Miller (1988). We can easily show that the above method would modulate the
numbers with = −c 2 131 on any computer with integers of 32 bits or more. To use
this method, the seed needs to be a global variable that is returned each time when

Figure 1.1. 1000 points of the random-number pairs (xi, +xi 10) normalized to the range of [0, 1] are shown.
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the method is called. To show that the method given here does implement the
algorithm correctly, we can set the initial seed to be 1, and then after 10 000 steps, we
should have 1 043 618 065 returned as the value of the seed.

The above generator has a period of −2 131 . If a longer period is desired, we can
create similar generators with higher-bit integers. For example, we can create a
generator with a period of −2 163 for the 64-bit integers with the following method.

Note that we have used =a 75, = −c 2 163 , q = c/a, and =r c amod in the above
method with the seed being a 64-bit (long) integer.

In order to start the random-number generator differently every time, we need to
have a systematic way of obtaining a different initial seed. Otherwise, we would not
be able to obtain fair statistics. Almost every computer language has intrinsic
routines to report the current time in an integer form, and we can use this integer to
construct an initial seed (Anderson 1990).

For example, most computers can produce ⩽ ⩽t0 591 for the second of the
minute, ⩽ ⩽t0 592 for the minute of the hour, ⩽ ⩽t0 233 for the hour of the day,

⩽ ⩽t1 314 for the day of the month, ⩽ ⩽t1 125 for the month of the year, and t6 for
the current year in common era. Then we can choose

= + + + + +( )i t t t t t t70 12{ 31[ 23( 59 )]} (1.10)s 6 5 4 3 2 1

as the initial seed, which is roughly in the region of −[0, 2 1]31 . The results should
never be the same as long as the jobs are started at least a second apart.

We would like to demonstrate how to apply the random-number generator here
and how to initiate the generator with the current time through a simple example.
Consider evaluating π by randomly throwing a dart to a unit square defined by

∈x [0, 1] and ∈y [0, 1]. The chance for the dart to land inside the quarter of the
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unit circle centered at the origin of the coordinates is π /4 after comparing the areas
of the unit square and the quarter of the unit circle. The following program is an
implementation of such an evaluation of π in Java.

An even initial seed is usually avoided in order to have the full period of the
generator realized. Note that the month in Java is recorded between 0 and 11; so we
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